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Humanity will change more in the next 20 

years than in the previous 300 years



With technology, increasingly the answer will be ‘yes   we can’!

“A January 2013 Columbia 
University study suggested that 

with a fleet of just 9,000 
autonomous cars, Uber could 
replace every taxi cab in New 
York City, and that passengers 
would wait an average of 36 
seconds for a ride that costs 

about $0.50 per mile”

http://qz.com/403628/autonomous-cars-will-destroy-millions-of-jobs-and-reshape-the-economy-by-2025/

http://qz.com/403628/autonomous-cars-will-destroy-millions-of-jobs-and-reshape-the-economy-by-2025/


Robotic cars, ships, planes, pets…friends…?
Robot and Frank Movie via Youtube



http://frankdiana.wordpress.com/2014/04/03/the-smart-home/

The digital transformation of the ports and shipping is imminent



2030 ?





“The single biggest reason 
that companies fail is that 

they over-invest in what is…

… as opposed to what 
might be”  (Gary Hamel)



Understanding ‘gradually then suddenly’   



Understanding ‘gradually then suddenly’   





http://frankdiana.wordpress.com/2014/04/03/the-smart-home/

How will this impact ports in the future?

Source: Frank Diana and McKinsey



Connectivity is the new oxygen *





http://frankdiana.wordpress.com/2014/04/03/the-smart-home/

Everything becomes connected, intelligent, observed 
efficient, optimized…* 



The future of ports: turning infrastructure from ‘dumb’ into smart



The IoT will be a $8.9 trillion market in 2020, with over 227 billion connected things



Pretty much everything that can be digitised or automated… will be 



But should we try and…



E-Everything?



Everyone and  
everything is 

moving into the 
Intelligent Cloud



Source: Peter Diamandis



http://frankdiana.wordpress.com/2014/04/03/the-smart-home/

Combinatorial, exponential, interdependent…

Source: https://frankdiana.wordpress.com/2014/08/12/combinations-and-disruption/



http://frankdiana.wordpress.com/2014/04/03/the-smart-home/

Combinatorial, exponential, interdependent…

Source: https://frankdiana.wordpress.com/2014/08/12/combinations-and-disruption/



It is quickly becoming less lucrative to strive for independence 
than to be good at managing interdependence



The end of silos





http://www.businessinsider.my/how-to-get-a-billion-dollar-valuation-2015-5/#UvwyJXb1zYv7LPmK.97

Black swans and unicorns



1. Maker-Economy: distributed 
manufacturing and 3D printing 

2. On-Demand / Sharing Economy: own less, 
access more;  a kind of… disownership? 

3. Circular Economy: people, planet, profit - 
towards a sustainable capitalism ? 

4. Experience Economy: immersive and 
embodied experiences, focus on lifetime 
memories instead of purchases

At the dawn of 4 new ‘economies’:



From products and ownership to service and access

But: 5 Billion people in the middle class by 2030



Which pieces of the ports, shipping and maritime 

business are ‘digitally contestable’?



 Sentient ports? (following computing, in general)



http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maersk_Triple_E_class

Cognitive computing and the shipping industry…?



Image of BP platform via US Coast Guard

Predictive analytics and anticipatory services will become the new normal

Image: Minority Report The Movie



Ambient Computing - Predictive Analytics - Business ‘Super Intelligence’





‘Sustainable’ will become the new ‘Profitable’



http://frankdiana.wordpress.com/2014/04/03/the-smart-home/

Will global logistics sooner or later be run largely by Robots and AI?



Once we reach ‘peak efficiency’, human-only qualities and social or emotional 
intelligence will be key differentiators



Machines are for answers, humans are for questions (Kevin Kelly)





1. Change is increasingly ‘gradually then suddenly’ * 
2. Expect: exponential, combinatorial, interdependent 
3. Interdependence: think hyper-collaboration, ecosystems 
4. Machines are for answers humans are for questions 
5. Examine the areas where you are ‘digitally contestable’!

Summary and key take-aways



“The best way to 
predict the future 

is to create it” 
Alan Kay
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Thank you for your attention! 
tweet with #askgerd for questions anytime 

Download these slides via FuturistGerd.com 
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